The FGFs/FGFRs system is a recognized actionable target for therapeutic approaches aimed at inhibiting tumor growth, angiogenesis, metastasis, and resistance to therapy. We previously identified a non-peptidic compound (SM27) that retains the structural and functional properties of the FGF2-binding sequence of thrombospondin-1 (TSP-1), a major endogenous inhibitor of angiogenesis. Here we identified new small molecule inhibitors of FGF2 based on the initial lead. A similarity-based screening of small molecule libraries, followed by docking calculations and experimental studies, allowed selecting 7 bi-naphthalenic compounds that bound FGF2 inhibiting its binding to both heparan sulfate proteoglycans and FGFR-1. The compounds inhibit FGF2 activity in in vitro and ex vivo models of angiogenesis, with improved potency over SM27. Comparative analysis of the selected hits, complemented by NMR and biochemical analysis of 4 newly synthesized functionalized phenylaminosubstituted naphthalenes, allowed identifying the minimal stereochemical requirements to improve the design of naphthalene sulfonates as FGF2 inhibitors.
The activity of FGFs requires signaling triggered by a ternary complex formed by FGFs, cell surface heparan sulfate proteoglycans (HSPGs) and FGFRs 2 . The formation of this complex depends on the overall bioavailability of FGFs, regulated by their physical interactions with a variety of other molecules in the pericellular space. Among the FGF-binding extracellular molecules, we identified thrombospondin-1 (TSP-1) as a key regulatory ligand of FGF2 12, 13 . We demonstrated that direct binding and sequestration of FGF2, through a sequence located in the type III repeats, is a mechanism of the antiangiogenic activity of TSP-1 14 , thus indicating that TSP-1 could represent a model for the development of new extracellular FGF2 inhibitors.
Structural analysis of the complex between FGF2 and the FGF2-binding domain of TSP-1 with the definition of pharmacophoric points led to the identification of new small molecule hits active in blocking FGF2 activity. The most active one, SM27 (NSC37204) binds specifically to FGF2, and inhibits FGF2-induced angiogenesis in vitro and in vivo 15 . Similarly to entire TSP-1, SM27 binds the heparin-binding site of FGF2. Binding of SM27 to the growth factor perturbs FGF2 dynamics in distant regions including the FGFR-1 binding site, thus preventing FGF2 binding to both HSPG and FGFR-1, with a final impairment of the ternary receptor complex formation required for FGF2 signaling 16 . Therefore, SM27 acts as a dual -direct and allosteric -inhibitor of the binding of FGF2 to its receptors, representing a viable lead for the development of novel cancer therapeutics.
In this work, we set out to expand the number of new small molecules targeting FGF2, by investigating the chemical space around SM27 and evaluating the activity of the resulting compounds with the perspective of evolving them into potential drug candidates. To this end, we first used molecular similarity criteria and docking calculations to screen the NCI database in search for molecules sharing with SM27 the structural and physico-chemical determinants necessary for binding to FGF2. Biophysical and chemical biology characterization of the compounds' effects then highlighted promising activities for the newly discovered hits and allowed the definition of the structural requirements for FGF2 inhibition. Overall, our results show that the use of structural characterization of a starting complex, combined with chemo-informatics approaches can aptly be exploited for the discovery of new leads for further development into effective and more drug-like anticancer compounds.
Results

Identification of candidates.
The Tanimoto coefficient based similarity search of novel leads that share with SM27 the same stereochemical determinants for activity returned 26 unique hits from the full NCI_2003 database, including mono-(SM.1 set) and bi-naphthalenes (SM.2 set). Given the peculiar chemical requirements for successful competition with heparin, and in order to obtain a diversity of hits sufficient to provide an initial indication of Structure Activity Relationships (SARs), we decided to use a rather permissive similarity criterion of 0.7.
Of the identified hits, 23 ( Fig. 1 and Suppl. Table S1 ), made available from the NCI (NIH), were subjected to experimental analysis of FGF2 binding. We used an indirect assay, based on the competition of the tested molecules with the recombinant TSP-1 type III domain for binding to FGF2, an approach previously employed to analyze the FGF2/SM27 binding 15 . A first screening of the 23 compounds, tested at the concentration of 5 μM, identified 10 hits that significantly prevented FGF2/TSP-1 binding (Fig. 2) . Dose-response analysis (Suppl. Figure  S1 ) was used to determine the IC50 value of competition (Table 1) , all bi-naphthalenes, that were more active (6-11 fold) than the initial query SM27, and were selected for further biochemical and functional characterization.
Biochemical and functional analysis of bi-naphthalenic hits. Binding of 5 water-soluble compounds to FGF2 was further analyzed by surface plasmon resonance (SPR). All the compounds were able to bind FGF2 immobilized to a SPR sensorchip (Suppl. Figure S2 ). SM.2-20 bound FGF2 with an affinity (measured as dissociation constant, K d ) comparable to the parental compound SM27 (318 and 337 nM, respectively). All the other compounds bound FGF2 with higher affinity (K d values ranging between 39 and 125 nM) (Suppl . Table S2 ). In the context of biophysical characterization of compounds, we also tested the formation of aggregates in solution by representative compounds SM.2-16, SM.2-20 and SM.2-23, using Dynamic Light Scattering, which allows measuring nanoparticle size and polydispersion index (by Photocorrelation Spectroscopy) and surface charge (Zeta potential). For all the molecules, at concentrations between 0.03 and 1 mg/ml, the hydrodynamic radius ranged from 2.1 to 2.9 nm, with polydispersity index values between 0.5 and 0.6 (Table 2) : no significant variation in the hydrodynamic radius was observed upon decreasing the concentrations, typically indicative of a non-aggregated state. Zeta potential values were strongly negative (indicative of molecule dissociation), ranging from − 48 to − 52 (Table 2) . These findings therefore indicate that the solutions are fairly monodispersed, containing mainly single, charged molecules. This indicates that molecular aggregation/precipitation is not observable under the conditions used in the assays.
We previously demonstrated that SM27 maintained the ability of TSP-1 to target the heparin recognition site of FGF2, preventing the FGF2 binding to heparin and HSPG 15 . The inhibitory effect of the selected hits on FGF2 interaction with heparin/HSPG was analyzed with two experimental approaches. First, SPR competition assays indicated that the newly identified bi-naphthalenes were active-and significantly more potent than SM27-in preventing FGF2 interaction with surface-immobilized heparin, a HSPG analog used in this binding assay and predictive of the FGF2/HSPGs interaction in cellular models 17, 18 (Fig. 3A,C) . Next, a cell-based assay confirmed that the newly generated compounds were more potent than SM27 in inhibiting the binding of Eu-labelled FGF2 to CHO-K1 cells devoid of FGFR-1, in which the binding is thus entirely mediated by cell surface HSPGs (Fig. 3E ).
SM27 acts with a dual mechanism of action to prevent the formation of the FGF2/FGFR-1/HSPGs ternary complex required for FGF2 activity. Besides blocking HSPG binding, the engagement of the heparin-binding site of FGF2 by SM27 also induces long-range dynamics perturbations of the FGF2 molecules at the FGF2/FGFR-1 interface regions, resulting in the inhibition of the FGF2 binding to FGFR-1 16 . We therefore investigated whether, besides their HSPGs antagonist capability, the newly selected hits maintained the parental compound's property to prevent FGF2/FGFR-1 interaction. All the 7 new compounds were able to prevent the binding of FGF2 to FGFR-1 immobilized on a SPR sensorchip, with potencies that were always higher than SM27 (Fig. 3B,D) . Similar findings were obtained when the capacity of the compounds to inhibit FGF2/FGFR-1 interaction was evaluated in the FGFR-1 over-expressing A745 CHO cells, deficient in HSPGs expression (Fig. 3F ). Altogether these findings indicate that the selected hits retain the ability of the parental compound SM27 to act by the dual (anti-HSPGs and anti-FGFR-1) mechanism, but with significantly increased potency compared to the original query. All the new hits inhibited FGF2-induced endothelial cell proliferation with potencies that were always significantly higher than SM27 (Fig. 4A) . Further analyses were conducted on selected hits, chosen on the basis of availability and solubility properties. SM. (Fig. 4B-D) . SM.2-18 and SM.2-24 were also tested and found to be active in inhibiting FGF2-induced angiogenesis in the CAM assay (Fig. 4E,F) .
These findings confirm that second-generation bi-naphthalenic small molecules, based on the FGF2 binding sequence of TSP-1, bind and sequester FGF2, and inhibit its angiogenic activity with increased potency over the original lead SM27.
Docking analysis of bi-naphthalenic hits.
The interaction of the novel hits with FGF2 was analyzed by docking studies. The molecules were able to engage the heparin-binding site of FGF2, as expected given the above findings and their similarity to SM27 (Fig. 5) . Considering that the small molecules have to engage a superficial region of the protein endowed with conformational flexibility, we selected an ensemble approach to characterize FGF2-ligand interactions. Indeed, in contrast to ligands binding to classical rigid targets such as enzyme active sites that usually results in a dominant bound structure, small molecule targeting of large and dynamic superficial regions may be better described as an ensemble of ligand structures around a diverse set of protein conformations [19] [20] [21] . We therefore analyzed different poses for each ligand on the binding surface of FGF2 (Fig. 5 ). All molecules interact with Arg129 and Lys144, consistent with previous MD and NMR results on SM27 16 . The principal docking poses of SM. Fig. 4 ), indicate that the main factors for improved IC50 of this new set of leads are the extension of the hydrophobic/aromatic contact surfaces with the protein, and the formation of charge-charge interactions between the sulfonate on the additional naphtyl-azo group on the naphthalene ring (orange in Fig. 1 ). Specifically, the aromatic extension optimally packs on the surface of FGF2 ( Fig. 5 ) and allows the additional SO3 group to point toward Lys134 and Lys138, establishing additional stabilizing interactions. These interactions are observed in all the main poses of SM. 5 ) and the packing with the surface is significantly diminished. The structural data also provide a possible molecular rationale for the observed lower inhibitory activities of SM.2-19 compared to the SM.2-18. In SM.2-18 the additional free amino group on each of the two arylamine decorations (purple in Fig. 1 ) allows the formation of stabilizing H-bonding interactions with Asn110 and Lys35 on one side of the ligand and with the side chain of Lys144 on the other (Fig. 5) . Activity and NMR analysis of new anilino-naphthalenic compounds. To further characterize the molecular interactions and to gain further insights into the minimal stereochemical requirements for FGF2 recognition, 4 functionalized phenylamino-substituted naphthalenes were synthesized and used as elemental chemical probes for biochemical and biophysical analysis. The four compounds (Fig. 6A) presented different ability to bind FGF2, from the inactive SM.1-33 to SM.1-31 and SM.1-34, which were the most active in the competition assay (Fig. 6B) .
In order to investigate whether the functionalized phenylamino-substituted naphthalenes maintained the ability of TSP-1 and SM27 to target the heparin interaction site of FGF2 16, 21 , interaction studies between SM. (Fig. 6C,D) clearly indicated that the two molecules share a common binding site, located in the long FGF2 b10-b12 loop, which is part of the reported heparin binding site. Residues showing the highest perturbations are Arg129 and Lys144, as previously observed for SM27, pointing to similar interactions that likely involve inhibitors SO3 groups. Notably, a difference in potency was observed between the isomers SM.1-31 and SM.1-32, which differ in the position of the sulfonate group.
Discussion
The great potential of FGF2 inhibitors as antineoplastic therapeutics lies in the fact that a number of tumor types are intrinsically dependent on the FGF/FGFR signaling, that induces angiogenesis, exerts pleiotropic effects on both the tumor cells and the surrounding stroma and mediates resistance to antiangiogenc and targeted therapies 1, 2, 6, 8 . Our approach to identify FGF2 inhibitors was based on the hypothesis that endogenous inhibitors of this growth factor could serve as models for the rational design of new inhibitors to be used in the treatment of cancer 22 . Following this approach, we previously identified a novel FGF2 inhibitor, SM27, mimetic of an antiangiogenic sequence in the type III domain of the endogenous angiogenesis inhibitor TSP-1 15, 23 . SM27 had a dual effect, inhibiting FGF2 binding to both HSPG (direct competition) and FGFR-1 (allosteric inhibition) 16 , hence emerging as a promising lead for the development of derivatives targeting the FGF2/HSPG/FGFR ternary complex required for signaling.
The development of molecularly targeted small molecule drugs from active leads typically involves iterative cycles of identification/design flanked by molecular and biological evaluation, to progressively improve potency, selectivity and pharmacological properties. Hence we followed this procedure to select a set of second-generation FGF2 targeting compounds based on the original lead SM27, with an improved capacity to interfere with FGF2 protein-protein interactions. The approach we used and the identified derivatives provide a convenient framework to gain relevant insights into the determinants for FGF2 recognition. It is worth noting here that some critical aspects of second-generation compounds, (i.e. the presence of hydrophobic and charged groups and the potential reactivity of the azo-spacer), require further development and medicinal chemistry optimization. However, it must be considered that as the leads need not be cell-permeable, we allowed for the inclusion of additional charged and hydrogen bonding functionalities on the identified scaffolds. Moreover, biophysical, structural and computational characterizations of binding of second-generation leads to isolated FGF2 prove that there is direct interaction with the target and that this interaction is significantly modulated by the stereoelectronic properties of the ligands and by the conformational cross-talk between the binding partners. In this framework, the SARs of the new angiogenic inhibitors can be dissected and the resulting most relevant functionalities used to define pharmacophoric points for further medicinal chemistry based development of the leads, as discussed below.
The chemo-informatic search resulted in two main classes of mono-and bi-naphthalenic compounds. Ten hits were able to interact with FGF2, 7 of which -all bi-naphthalenic -were more active than the original lead SM27 and were hence selected for further analysis. Similar to SM27, all these compounds were able to engage the heparin-binding site of FGF2, as observed from docking studies, and interfered with FGF2 binding to both HSPG and FGFR-1 in cell-free and cell culture models. Altogether these findings point to a direct inhibition of FGF2/HSPG binding accompanied by allosteric effects on the FGF2/FGFR-1 interaction, in agreement with the what previously described for SM27 16 . In line with these findings, heparin and heparin-like molecules have been described to affect FGF conformation and backbone dynamics, with different effects depending on the polysaccharide properties and the FGF subfamily [24] [25] [26] . In particular, the naphthalene compound 5-amino-2-naphthalenesulfonate, has been reported to inhibit both FGF1 and FGF2 27 , a property whose pro and cons are still debated in view of the redundancy and promiscuity of the FGF/FGFR system in cancer. Along this line, the possibility that also the different hits here identified might show a multitarget binding capacity for different members of the FGF family rather than a FGF2 selectivity warrants further investigation. Fig. 1 ) appears to be important to ensure the optimal distance between the SO3 groups on the napthalenic derivatives directly linked to the bridge, without apparently establishing specific electrostatic interactions, as indicated by the different aromatic carbon atoms involved in the C-N bonds with the two nitrogen atoms of the urea unit. In fact, in SM-27 the urea bridge is in a 1, 3 relative position with the phenolic OH group, while in active SM.2 compounds the same functional unit is in a 1, 4 positional relationship with the same OH group. The relevance of the sulfonate group on the naphthalene rings is confirmed using 4 phenylamino-substituted naphthalenes as chemical tools. Indeed a significant loss of activity is observed in SM.1-33, missing the SO3 group at its C-6 and decorated with a hydroxyl group at its C-8. Nonetheless, the hydroxyl group in meta to a sulphonyl group is a requirement, since the activity of SM27 is lost in SM.2-11, where the two phenolic OH groups are substituted by SO3 groups. The position of the SO3 decoration also affects the antiproliferative activity, since an increased activity is observed in SM.1-31, with the group located in 1, 4 relative position in respect to the amino group, when compared to SM.1-32, in which the same groups are linked to the naphthalenic core in a 1, 3 fashion.
The most active compounds are characterized by the presence of an aryl-azo group on the naphthalene ring between the OH and SO3 functionalities. Specific substituents on this ring relevantly contribute to the interaction, as shown by the reduced activity of SM.2-12/SM.2-17, lacking charged substituents on the phenyl-azo groups. Based on experimental functional data and on the structures emerging from docking calculations, we suggest that the substituents may carry out their effects through a combination of factors: first, the hydrophobic nature of the additional aromatic moieties can be beneficial in establishing further hydrophobic interactions with FGF2 surface. Second, substitutions on the aryl-azo function determine a modulation of the activity of the ligand, which can be rationalized as follows: i) in the case of a ortho-substitution with a methyl substituent, steric hindrance induces a significant bending in the whole molecule, which turns out to be beneficial for pointing the two SO3-on the naphthalene rings linked to the urea bridge to optimally establish electrostatic interactions with the FGF2 positively charged residues. Moreover, we speculate that the bending induced by the substitution could pre-organize the ligand in solution, favoring conformations that are similar to the bound ones, selecting preferred conformations for binding and minimizing of the entropic costs associated to binding; ii) in the case of the presence on the aza-aromatic substituents of sulfonate or amino groups, additional charge or hydrogen bonding interactions with the surface can be formed. The latter can clearly increase the affinity of the leads for the target, which expectedly reverberates in higher activities. This set of observations can be used to advance the understanding of the stereoelectronic determinants of FGF2-binding into the design of novel compounds with improved drug-like profiles. In this context, the azo-group should be considered as a spacer to allow decoration of the main pharmacophoric group (the SM27-like core) with functionalities that allow extending interactions into previously unexplored pockets. Therefore, as the aza-group has the potential to exert off targets effects (possibly accounting for the lack of a strict correlation between Kd values biophysically determined in binary binding assays and the inhibitory activities observed in cells), our SAR analysis indicates that such reactive spacer may aptly be substituted by non-reactive linkers allowing the same distance between groups, with a marked improvement in the compound specificity. Moreover, we suggest that the pharmacologic potential of the compounds may be improved by the replacement of naphtyl-rings with substructural motifs that preserve the optimal orientations of charged and h-bonding functionalities while minimizing non-specific hydrophobic effects.
Polysulfonated macromolecules such as suramin (a polysulfonated binaphthyl urea) and suradista (a bi-naphthalene sulfonic distamycin-A derivative) have been developed as inhibitors of angiogenic factors. Searching for the minimal active substitutes of suramin and suradista, Giménez-Gallego and coworkers identified two naphthalene sulfonates as antiangiogenic candidates, naphthalene-trisulfonate 28 and 5-amino-2-naphthalenesulfonate (ANSA) 27 . Similarly, our search for molecules structurally similar to SM27 identified several amino-naphthalene sulfonates (SM.1-4 to SM.1-8). These compounds were however less potent than SM27, suggesting that mono-naphthalenic small molecules do not fully recapitulate the activity of the original hit and of larger macromolecules such as TSP-1. Conversely, the 7 bi-naphthalenic compounds selected in this study present a much higher activity in terms of inhibition of FGF2 mitogenic activity (IC50 ranging from 3.4 to 13.8 μM) compared to 5-amino-2-naphthalenesulfonate (IC50 265 μM) 27 , hence emerging as effective step forward toward the development of novel potent FGF2 antagonists. This possibility is supported by the observation that the hits were more potent than SM27 in inhibiting pro-angiogenic activities of FGF2 in more complex models of angiogenesis.
In conclusion we have identified a set of second-generation, low molecular weight FGF2 inhibitors, characterized by the prominent ability to affect the FGF2/HSPG/FGFR complex through a dual (direct and allosteric) mechanism, and have improved affinities compared to the original hit. The analysis of their efficacy and safety in preclinical tumor models will allow determining their actual potential as antineoplastic compounds, while assessing the possible need for further derivation of new leads form these structures.
Methods
Inhibitors. SM.1-31, SM.1-32, SM.1-33, SM.1-34 were synthesized and characterized by 1 H and 13 C NMR as described in details in the Supplementary Methods, and Suppl. Figures S3 and S4 . The other compounds ( Fig. 1 and Suppl. Table S1 ) were provided by the Developmental Therapeutics Program (DTP), division of Cancer Treatment and Diagnosis, NCI, NIH (USA). Ser 78,96 human recombinant FGF2 was produced and purified by ASLA (Riga, Latvia) according to the protocol previously optimized 29, 30 . The human recombinant TSP-1 fragment comprising the FGF2 binding region (E123CaG1) 14, 15, 31 was kindly provided by D.F. Mosher (Madison, WI).
Reagents. Human recombinant FGF2 (R&D Systems
Computational analysis: similarity based identification of new leads. The identification of novel leads started with the screening of the whole NCI database in search for molecules sharing with SM27 the functionalities necessary for binding FGF2. To this end, a Tanimoto-similarity coefficient 32 of 0.7 to SM27 was used, as implemented in the Discovery Studio suite of programs. The value of 0.7 was empirically chosen to return a reasonable number of testable hits from the NCI library, containing around 300000 compounds: 41 molecules were initially selected. After close examination of the structures 15 were excluded as redundant (representing different conformers, tautomeric states, etc.) and 26 unique molecules were identified and retained for further computational and experimental analysis.
Molecular docking of selected compounds on FGF2. The initial target for docking of the selected compounds was FGF2 structure 1FQ9.pdb, used for previous studies of SM27 binding Labeling of proteins. The recombinant TSP-1 domain was biotinylated with biotinamidocaproate-N-hydroxysulfo-succinimide ester (Sigma, St. Louis, MO), and isolated by chromatography on Micro Bio-Spin columns (Bio-Rad Lab, Milan, Italy) as described 14, 15 . FGF2 was labeled with the lanthanide Europium using Europium-labeling reagent (PerkinElmer) and purified on Heparin Sepharose as described 15 .
Binding of the TSP-1 domain to FGF2. DELFIA ® Microtitration plates and reagents were from PerkinElmer. Plates were coated overnight at 4 °C with FGF2 (0.1 μg in 40 μl /well PBS). After washing, non-specific binding sites were saturated by a 30 minute incubation with PBS 1% BSA. The biotin-labeled recombinant TSP-1 fragment (10 nM) was added in 40 μl PBS 1% BSA with or without the indicated concentration of small molecules, and incubated for 3 h at room temperature. The plates were washed with PBS 0.1% BSA and incubated for 1 h with 100 μl/well Eu-Labeled Streptavidin 1:1000 at room temperature. After washing, plates were incubated with DELFIA ® Enhancement Solution. Time resolved fluorescence was measured using a Victor 3 multilabel plate reader (PerkinElmer).
Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) analysis. SPR measurements were performed on a BIAcore X100 instrument (GE-Healthcare, WI). FGF2 was immobilized on a CM5 sensorchip (GE-Healthcare) as described 13 , allowing the immobilization of 7,365 resonance units (RU) (410 fmol/mm 2 of FGF-2). Similar results were obtained for the immobilization of bovine serum albumin (BSA), used as a negative control and for blank subtraction.
FGFR-1 was immobilized on a CMD50L sensorchip (Xantec Bioanalytics, Dusseldorf, Germany) as described 16 , allowing the immobilization of 3,800 RU (42.0 fmol/mm 2 of FGFR-1). Similar results were obtained for the immobilization of FGF-unrelated noggin protein, here used for blank subtraction. To immobilize heparin onto the SPR chip, a CMD50L sensorchip was activated and coated with streptavidin. Heparin was biotinylated and immobilized onto the streptavidin-coated sensorchip, allowing the immobilization of 80 RU (6.0 fmol/mm2 of heparin) 16 . A streptavidin-coated sensorchip was used for blank subtraction. To analyze their direct binding to sensorchip-immobilized FGF2, the compounds were resuspended in 10 mM HEPES, 150 mM NaCl, 3.4 mM EDTA, 0.005% surfactant P20, pH 7.4 (HBS-EP) at increasing concentrations (from 62.5 to 1,000 nM), injected for 5 min (to allow their association to FGF2) and washed until dissociation was observed. SPR analysis of higher concentrations of compounds were not taken in consideration because of abnormal RU signals, possibly due to their tendency to form aggregates at high concentrations.
For competition experiments, FGF2 (150 nM) in the presence of increasing concentrations of the compounds (from 10 to 5,000 nM) in HBS-EP was injected over the heparin or FGFR-1 surfaces for 5 min (to allow the association of the growth factor with the receptors) and washed until dissociation was observed. In both the experimental conditions, the sensorchips were regenerated after every run by injection of glycine 10 mM pH 1.5. Binding of FGF2 to cells. Subconfluent cultures of HSPGs-expressing CHO-K1 or FGFR-1-expressing A745 CHO cells in 96-well plates were incubated for 30 min at 4 °C in serum-free DMEM with 0.15% gelatin and 25 mM HEPES (DMEM-gelatin). The medium was then replaced with cold DMEM-gelatin containing Eu-labeled FGF2 (10 ng/ml) with or without the indicated concentration of small molecules. The plates were incubated for 2 h at 4 °C. Wells were washed with cold DMEM-gelatin to remove unbound FGF2, and the amount of total bound FGF2 was detected by adding DELFIA ® Enhancement Solution and measuring time resolved fluorescence as described 16 .
Photon correlation spectroscopy and
Endothelial cell proliferation assay. BAEC (2500 cells/well) were plated in 96-well plates in DMEM 1.5%
FCS. After 24 h, the medium was substituted with DMEM 0.5% FCS, with or without FGF2 (5 ng/ml) and the indicated concentration of small molecules, and incubated for 72 h. Plates were then stained with crystal violet or MTS and analyzed as described Thoracic aortas were removed from mice, cleaned of perivascular adipose tissue and cut into 1 mm segments. Matrigel (75 μl, BD Biosciences) was added to 96 well plates, and allowed to gellify at 37 °C for 30 min. Aortic sections were added to the wells, and covered with a second layer of Matrigel and DMEM 5% FCS containing FGF2
